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Abstract—In this letter, a change detection technique using
a multiple classifier system is proposed. Here, different ar-
chitectures of multilayer perceptron (MLP) are used as base
classifiers. An ensemble of different MLPs is utilized to increase
the robustness of the system. This also avoids the problem of
choosing an optimum architecture for MLP. First, the support
values for each of the unlabeled patterns are estimated using
different MLPs (trained with the labeled patterns). Then, each of
the unlabeled patterns is assigned to a specific class by fusing the
outcome of the base classifiers using different combination rules.
Experiments are carried out on multitemporal and multispectral
images. Results show that the proposed ensemble technique has
an edge over individual base classifiers for change detection in
remotely sensed images.

Index Terms—Change detection, ensemble classifier, multilayer
perceptron (MLP).

I. Introduction

CHANGE detection is used for finding changes in land
cover over time by analyzing remotely sensed images

of a geographical area captured at different time instants.
Changes can occur due to natural hazards, urban growth,
deforestation, etc. [1]. Change detection can be viewed as
an image segmentation problem, where two groups of pixels
(changed and unchanged) are to be formed. Three consecutive
steps are followed for change detection. These are image
preprocessing, image comparison, and image analysis [1].
After preprocessing, image comparison is carried out, pixel
by pixel, to generate a difference image (DI), which is used
for change detection. Among the various techniques for gen-
erating DI [1], the change vector analysis (CVA) technique
[1] is used here. Process of change detection can be broadly
classified into two categories: supervised and unsupervised [2].
Supervised methods (classification) require labeled patterns for
training. These techniques have certain advantages, such as
they can explicitly recognize the kinds of changes occurred
and are robust to different atmospheric and light conditions
of acquisition dates. Various methods exist in the literature to
carry out supervised change detection, e.g., post classification
method, direct multidate classification method, kernel based
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method. On the contrary, in an unsupervised approach, there is
no need of additional information, such as ground truth. Unsu-
pervised change detection process can be of two types: context
insensitive and context sensitive. Histogram thresholding is
the simplest unsupervised context insensitive change detection
method, which has the main disadvantage of not considering
spatial correlation between neighborhood pixels in the decision
process. To overcome this difficulty, context sensitive methods
using Markov random field are developed. These techniques
also suffer from certain difficulties, such as requirement of
selection of proper model for statistical distribution of changed
class and unchanged class pixels. On the contrary, change
detection methodologies based on neural networks are free
from such limitations. Work along this direction is being
carried out employing neural networks for change detection,
both using supervised and unsupervised learning [3], [4].

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) [5] is one such neural network
that has been used for change detection [6]. But, the network
has certain drawbacks when using heuristic parameters, such
as the number of hidden layers, the number of hidden neurons,
learning rate. The accuracy of the techniques using MLP
mostly depends on the selection of these free parameters. So,
the selection of the best architecture of MLP for a problem
in hand requires much effort. Under this situation, instead of
using a single MLP, an ensemble of different MLPs can be
utilized to increase the robustness of the system. Although
parameter selection is required for MLPs, the bad effects
of worse architectures in an ensemble may be reduced by
the other MLPs in the combination. Research work using an
ensemble of MLPs [7] can be found in the literature. As per
the knowledge of the authors, scarce number of applications
[8] exist in the change detection domain using an ensemble of
MLPs. This motivated us to explore the capacity of ensemble
of MLPs to improve the performance of the change detection
process.

In this letter, a supervised change detection technique is
proposed using an ensemble of different architectures of
MLPs. Here, the topology of individual MLPs and the number
of MLPs are chosen experimentally. At the onset, each of
the MLPs is trained with the labeled patterns. After that, the
support values in both the changed and unchanged classes for
the unlabeled patterns are predicted by each of the trained
MLPs. Finally, each of the unlabeled patterns is assigned to a
specific class by fusing the outcomes (i.e., support values) of
the base classifiers using different combination rules. In the
present investigation, mean rule, majority voting, and product
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rule are used as combiners [9]. To assess the effectiveness
of the proposed method, experiments are carried out on
two multitemporal and multispectral images of Mexico and
Sardinia. Results show that the proposed ensemble method
can increase the robustness of the MLP-based change detection
technique and avoid the problem of single-optimum architec-
ture selection for MLP.

II. Proposed Algorithm

In this letter, a change detection algorithm is proposed using
an ensemble of MLP [5]. For experimental purposes, training
patterns are collected randomly from both the changed and the
unchanged classes (with equal percentage) using ground truth.
For the labeled patterns, the target values and support values
are assigned to either [1, 0] or [0, 1], depending on their class
labels. Detailed description of the proposed change detection
technique is presented in the following sections.

A. Generation of Input Pattern

The DI is produced by the CVA technique [1] from two
coregistered and radiometrically corrected γ-spectral band
images Y1 and Y2, each of size p×q, of the same geographical
area captured at different times T1 and T2.

From the DI, the input pattern for a particular pixel position
is generated by considering the gray value of the said pixel,
as well as those of its neighboring ones to exploit (spatial)
contextual information from neighbors. In the present method-
ology, a second-order neighborhood system is used. The y-
dimensional input pattern of the (m, n)th pixel position of DI
is denoted by −→

Xmn = [xmn,1, xmn,2, ..., xmn,y]. Here, a mapping
algorithm is used to normalize the feature values of the input
pattern in [0, 1].

B. Support Value Estimation Using MLP

In the present work, K′ different architectures of MLP are
used as base classifiers. MLP [5] has one input layer, one
output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Let S be the
number of layers in the network. Each of the labeled patterns−→
Xmn is passed through the network. Every layer receives a
vector input and produces a vector output. The output value
for the jth neuron in the input layer for the (m, n)th labeled
pattern, yout0

j (m, n) = xmn,j , where j = 1, 2, ..., y. The output
value of the input layer is supplied as the input value to the first
hidden layer. The jth neuron in the rth layer (r ≥ 1) receives
an input of the form vr

j(m, n) =
∑

i yout
(r−1)
i (m, n).wr

ij + wr
0j ,

where wr
ij is the connection strength between the ith neuron

in the (r − 1)th layer and jth neuron in the rth layer, and
wr

0j is the connection strength between a fixed unit bias
to the neuron j in the rth layer. Then, the jth neuron in
the rth layer (r ≥ 1) produces an output of the form
youtrj(m, n) = f (vr

j(m, n)). The activation function f (.) is
defined as f (vr

j(m, n)) = 1/(1 + exp(−vr
j(m, n)) to scale the

output values between 0 to 1. Here, the network is trained
by updating the weight using backpropagation algorithm [5]
to minimize the error between the target value and the pre-
dicted output value of the patterns, i.e., the sum of square

errors
∑p,q

m=1,n=1

∑C
i=1(targeti(m, n) − youtS−1

i (m, n))2, where
the target value of the (m, n)th pattern is targeti(m, n) for
the ith class. After convergence of the network, each of the
unlabeled patterns is presented to the K′ different architectures
of trained MLP to predict the output values for both classes.

C. Estimation of Target Values for the Unlabeled Patterns
Using Combiners

Each of the MLPs of the ensemble produces C (number of
classes) degrees of support (or output values). Here, the value
of C is two. Then, C degrees of support for a particular pattern
(m, n) using the K′ number of base classifiers are organized
into a matrix, called decision profile (DP(m, n)). The matrix
DP(m, n) is represented as

DP(m, n) =

⎛
⎝

d11(m, n) ... d1j(m, n) d1C(m, n)
di1(m, n) ... dij(m, n) d2C(m, n)
dK′1(m, n) ... dK′j(m, n) dK′C(m, n)

⎞
⎠

(1)
where dij(m, n) is the support value that is provided by the ith
base classifier to jth class of the (m, n)th pattern. Finally, each
of the unlabeled patterns is assigned to a class by applying
the combination rules on the predicted support values. In the
present investigation, mean rule, majority voting, and product
rule [9] are used for the estimation of the target values for
the unlabeled patterns. The combination rules are described
as follows.

Mean rule: The target value of the (m, n)th unlabeled
pattern, targeti(m, n) in the ith class is calculated using mean
rule as targeti(m, n) = 1

K′
∑K′

j=1 dji(m, n). Thus, each of the
unlabeled patterns is assigned to the class for which its
estimated target value is maximum.

Majority voting: In majority voting concept, each of the
MLPs in an ensemble votes for a specific class whose pre-
dicted support value for an unlabeled pattern is maximum.
Finally, the unlabeled pattern is assigned to the class for which
maximum votes have been obtained.

Product rule: The target value targeti(m, n) in the ith
class is estimated using the product rule as targeti(m, n) =∏K′

j=1 dji(m, n).
Each of the unlabeled patterns is assigned to a class for

which its estimated target value is maximum. The graphical
abstract of the proposed methodology is given in Fig. 1.

III. Description of Data Sets

To establish the effectiveness of the proposed methodology,
experiments are carried out on two multitemporal remotely
sensed images corresponding to the geographical areas of
Mexico and Sardinia Island of Italy.

A. Data Set Related to Mexico Area [3]

This data set consists of two multispectral images of the
Landsat-7 satellite captured by the Landsat Enhanced The-
matic Mapper Plus (ETM+) sensor over an area of Mexico
taken on 18th April, 2000 and 20th May, 2002. From the entire
available Landsat scene, a section of 512×512 pixels has been
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Fig. 1. Graphical abstract of the proposed work.

Fig. 2. Images of Mexico. (a) Band 4 image acquired in April 2000. (b)
Band 4 image acquired in May 2002. (c) Corresponding difference image. (d)
Reference map of the changed area.

selected as test site. A fire destroyed a large portion of the
vegetation in the considered region between two acquisition
dates. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the band 4 images corresponding
to April, 2000 and May, 2002, respectively. The corresponding
difference image (created by spectral band 4 using the CVA
technique) and a reference map are displayed in Fig. 2(c) and
(d), respectively. The reference map contains 25 599 changed
and 23 6545 unchanged pixels.

B. Data Set Related to Sardinia Island, Italy [3]

Two multispectral images are acquired by the Landsat The-
matic Mapper sensor of the Landsat-5 satellite in September,
1995 and July, 1996. The test site of 412 × 300 pixels of a
scene includes Lake Mulargia, in Sardinia, Italy. The water
level of the lake increased (see the lower central part of
the image) between two acquisition dates. Fig. 3(a) and (b)
shows the 1995 and 1996 images of band 4, respectively.
The corresponding difference image (created by spectral bands
1, 2, 4, and 5 using the CVA technique) and a reference
map are displayed in Fig. 3(c) and (d), respectively. In the
reference map, 7480 changed and 116 120 unchanged pixels
were identified.

IV. Results and analysis

As mentioned in Section I, to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed method, experiments are conducted on two multi-

Fig. 3. Images of Sardinia Island, Italy. (a) Band 4 image acquired in
September 1995. (b) Band 4 image acquired in July 1996. (c) Difference
image generated by CVA technique using bands 1, 2, 4, 5. (d) Reference map
of the changed area.

TABLE I

Results on Mexico Data Set

Techniques Training Avg. MA Avg. FA Avg. OE

used patterns
Supervised 5% 995.22 1265.44 2260.67
(MLP-1 10% 799.67 1147.33 1947.00
architecture) 15% 718.44 1117.89 1836.33

k-fold 1403.90 27.90 1431.80
Supervised 5% 897.22 1389.89 2287.11
(MLP-2 10% 859.22 1217.56 2076.78
architecture) 15% 780.67 1013.22 1793.89

k-fold 1552.60 28.00 1580.60
Supervised 5% 932.78 1303.56 2236.33
(MLP-3 10% 777.22 1233.56 2010.78
architecture) 15% 684.78 1112.11 1796.89

k-fold 1350.40 25.20 1375.60
Supervised 5% 952.22 1382.44 2334.67
(MLP-4 10% 776.44 1229.33 2005.78
architecture) 15% 798.44 1004.56 1803.00

k-fold 1432.70 26.30 1459.00
Supervised 5% 807.00 1520.89 2327.89
(MLP-5 10% 751.22 1164.44 1915.67
architecture) 15% 783.11 1063.22 1846.33

k-fold 2300.10 17.50 2317.60
Supervised 5% 1139.00 1259.56 2398.56
(MLP-6 10% 828.78 1156.44 1985.11
architecture) 15% 742.67 1124.67 1867.33

k-fold 2090.40 22.40 2112.80
Supervised 5% 920.56 1295.56 2216.11
(MLP-7 10% 809.89 1184.22 1994.67
architecture) 15% 815.78 1009.44 1825.22

k-fold 1849.00 21.00 1870.30
Ensemble 5% 853.56 1311.89 2165.44
classifier (using 10% 716.78 1123.89 1840.67
majority vote) 15% 651.89 1062.78 1714.67

k-fold 1789.20 21.80 1811.00
Ensemble 5% 843.33 1281.11 2124.44
classifier (using 10% 714.22 1106.22 1820.44
mean rule) 15% 661.67 1036.22 1698.89

k-fold 1828.00 20.30 1848.30
Ensemble 5% 851.33 1254.11 2105.44
classifier (using 10% 726 1097.78 1823.78
product rule) 15% 570.67 1309.11 1871.78

k-fold 1823.20 20.30 1843.50

temporal remotely sensed images. Experiments are carried out
using the different architectures by varying the free parameters.
Then, the seven architectures, by which relatively good results
were obtained, have been selected for the proposed work.
In the present investigation, four different architectures of
single hidden layer MLPs and three different architectures
of two hidden layer MLPs are considered. The architectures
(number of nodes in the input layer, number of nodes in
the hidden layer, and number of nodes in the output layer)
of the single hidden layer MLPs are 9:4:2, 9:6:2, 9:10:2,
and 9:14:2. The architectures (number of nodes in the input
layer, number of nodes in the first hidden layer, number of
nodes in the second hidden layer, and number of nodes in
the output layer) of the two hidden layer MLPs are 9:6:5:2,
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TABLE II

Results on Sardinia Data Set

Techniques used Training Avg. MA Avg. FA Avg. OE

patterns
Supervised 5% 904.56 687.78 1592.33
(MLP-1 10% 809.67 607.56 1417.22
architecture) 15% 799.67 508.22 1307.89

k-fold 383.00 8.40 391.40
Supervised 5% 838.56 728.00 1566.56
(MLP-2 10% 826.78 610.11 1436.89
architecture) 15% 821.89 508.56 1330.44

k-fold 385.00 8.20 393.20
Supervised 5% 854.89 683.89 1538.78
(MLP-3 10% 838.44 554.22 1392.67
architecture) 15% 712.33 571.11 1283.44

k-fold 404.10 7.70 411.80
Supervised 5% 957.67 558.44 1546.11
(MLP-4 10% 868.67 516.33 1385.00
architecture) 15% 750.33 496.00 1246.33

k-fold 414.10 7.60 421.70
Supervised 5% 887.78 710.44 1598.22
(MLP-5 10% 834.44 590.22 1424.67
architecture) 15% 757.11 507.22 1264.33

k-fold 648.50 3.20 651.70
Supervised 5% 967.89 620.56 1588.44
(MLP-6 10% 878.00 513.67 1391.67
architecture) 15% 751.44 527.00 1278.44

k-fold 640.60 3.20 643.80
Supervised 5% 889.00 695.56 1584.56
(MLP-7 10% 873.44 534.22 1407.67
architecture) 15% 773.44 511.22 1284.67

k-fold 644.10 3.20 647.30
Ensemble 5% 885.44 591.89 1477.33
classifier (using 10% 811.00 506.78 1317.78
majority vote) 15% 742.44 451.22 1193.67

k-fold 414.10 7.60 421.70
Ensemble 5% 877.22 584.78 1462.00
classifier (using 10% 810.22 490.11 1300.33
mean rule) 15% 739.00 442.22 1181.22

k-fold 497.40 5.50 502.90
Ensemble 5% 873.00 586.00 1459.00
classifier (using 10% 842.22 473.89 1316.11
product rule) 15% 829.44 403.56 1233.00

k-fold 501.60 5.30 506.90

9:7:5:2, and 9:10:4:2. Experiments are carried out in two
different ways to validate the proposed methodology. In the
first approach, nine simulations are conducted using nine
different sets of training for each of the seven MLPs using
each of the three different percentages of training patterns
(5%, 10%, and 15%). The percentages (5%, 10%, and 15%)
are taken with respect to the overall number of pixels in the
image. The patterns, not considered for training, are used as
testing samples. The output of each simulation are combined
using three ensemble techniques. In the second approach, k-
fold (here the value of k is 10) cross validation is used. The
patterns are selected randomly to divide the whole data set into
k mutually exclusive and (nearly) equal sized subsets. Each
of the subsets is considered the test set, and the classifier
is trained using the patterns belonging to the union of all
other subsets. Then, cross validation is performed (here 10
times) for each training and test set pair. In both the validation
techniques, the labeling of the training patterns is not re-
estimated during the testing phase. Performance-measuring
indices are the number of missed alarms (changed class pixels
identified as unchanged ones-MA), the number of false alarms
(unchanged class pixels classified as changed ones-FA), and
the number of overall errors (OE). For comparative analysis,

the average values of all the performance-measuring indices
(over nine simulations) for seven MLPs and three ensembles
are considered in the first approach, whereas, in the second
approach, the results are averaged over all test set and training
set pairs. Results for Mexico and Sardinia data sets are in
Tables I and II, respectively.

From Table I, it can be seen that, for the Mexico date set,
the proposed ensemble classifier using majority vote and mean
rule (with three different percentages of training patterns)
outperforms the individual MLPs (in most of the cases) in
terms of all measuring indices. It has also been observed
that the results of the proposed technique using product rule
are significantly better in most of the cases except the case
with 15% training patterns. By analyzing the results depicted
in Table II, it is seen for the Sardinia data set that the
proposed methodology using all three combiners produces
better results in almost all the cases than the corresponding
base classifiers (MLP) in terms of all the measuring indices.
It has been observed that an ensemble of MLPs outperforms
the base classifiers in most cases. This may be due to the
fact that an ensemble decision is much more robust than an
individual decision. As already mentioned, the dependency on
free parameters is a problem for using an MLP in change
detection. In this situation, combination of MLPs reduces the
effort of optimal parameter setting in the design phase of
the architecture. For both data sets, it has been found from
Tables I and II that the proposed methodology using all the
three ensemble techniques produce relatively good results, as
compared to those MLPs that performed better in terms of all
the measuring indices in the case of k-fold cross validation.
The ensembled version outperforms some MLPs that produced
worse performance in terms of different measuring indices for
k-fold cross validation. In the case of k-fold cross validation,
it has been found that the number of false alarms is very few
for both the data sets. This may be due to the fact that a large
number of the randomly collected training patterns are from
the unchanged class. For this reason, the chance of false alarms
may be decreased. At the same time, most of the changed class
patterns may also be wrongly assigned to the unchanged class,
thereby leading to the increase in the number of missed alarms.
Such an effect is visible in the results of the Mexico data set.

It is to be noted that the number of test patterns significantly
differs in both the validation techniques. So, the results in
terms of missed alarms, false alarms, and overall error are
quantitatively different. It has been found that the comparison
between the performance of the ensemble techniques and those
obtained using different MLPs (with different architectures)
using both the validation techniques shows different behavior
in terms of betterment over individual MLPs. The probable
reason behind this observation is that in the case of cross
validation, some of the MLPs can memorize the patterns
more accurately due to abundant training samples (it is to be
noted that a large number of labeled patterns is unavailable
in most of the real life situation for change detection). This
may yield better performance in the case of some of the
individual MLPs (with a good architecture configuration) as
compared to the combiners. It is also observed that in the case
of cross validation, the ensemble of MLPs can overcome the
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Fig. 4. Bar charts showing the average overall error with different architectures for Mexico data set. (a) With 5% training patterns. (b) With 15% training
patterns. (c) With k-fold cross validation.

Fig. 5. Bar charts showing the average overall error with different architectures for Sardinia data set. (a) With 5% training patterns. (b) With 15% training
patterns. (c) With k-fold cross validation.

adverse effect of relatively worse architectures in combination,
and thus, increases the robustness of the change detection
technique using MLP. In the other validation technique, the
scope of betterment using an ensemble decision is found to
be higher than the cross validation technique due to the usage
of relatively lesser number of training patterns.

For visual illustration purposes, the bar charts (for
the Mexico and Sardinia data sets) of the results in
terms of average overall error with different percent-
age of training patterns and k-fold cross validation are
also depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In the bar
charts, the topology of the individual MLP and the name
of the ensemble techniques used are depicted on the
x-axis, and the values of average overall errors are depicted
in the y-axis. Here, the average overall errors using the seven
different MLP architectures are displayed in the bar charts.
The average overall errors obtained using majority vote, mean
rule, and product rule are also plotted in the bar charts. The bar
charts in Figs. 4 and 5 also corroborate the previous findings
in terms of overall error.

V. Conclusion

In this letter, a change detection technique was proposed
using multiple classifier system. Here, instead of using a single
MLP, a set of MLP architectures was used, and the outcomes
were fused using the combiners to assign unlabeled patterns
to a class. MLP suffered from the drawbacks of using free
parameters, and the accuracy of the changed detection process
using MLP was largely dependent on the selection of these
parameters and the optimum architecture. An ensemble of
different MLP architectures was used to minimize the risk
of using a single architecture. From the results, it was found

that the robustness of the MLP-based change detection method
can be increased using the proposed ensemble approach. In the
future, studies will be carried out to find the sensitivity of the
proposed methodology with respect to the number of MLPs
used and their architectures.
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